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When the Parish requires the nomination of a speaker on its behalf, the Council shall 

nominate both a speaker and a second at the appropriate meeting with the intent that 

the second can stand in for the nominated speaker in the event that the nominated 

speaker is unavailable. The nominated speaker shall agree the content of the 

representation with the Clerk and the seconded nominated speaker as soon as is 

practically possible however minor changes shall be permitted as required and 

dependant on the actual representation required.  

 

Where the Parish Council have an established position, the chair or vice chair of the 

council or committee (in discussion with the clerk) shall be nominated as the official 

representative if insufficient time permits it to be discussed at the appropriate meeting.   

 

In addition, the nominated speaker shall agree their content with ether other councillors 

who may have relevant specialist or detailed knowledge or the Coggeshall Parish Council 

(CPC) nominated external specialist (if one exists) however the clerk must be copied in at 

all times on all correspondence and issued with a final version as presented irrespective of 

the presenter. 

 

The nominated speaker shall confirm their availability (or not) within five days of the date 

the representation is required to the clerk. if the nominated speaker is not available the 

clerk shall inform the second speaker.  The clerk will advise the appropriate authority of the 

name of the nominated speaker.   

 

Special consideration shall be given to planning applications and where CPC officially 

objects to a given application, ideally the nominated speaker and /or the second 

speaker shall have been involved in or advocated/proposed the objection. Exceptions to 

this would be allowed if there are other council members who have relevant more 

detailed knowledge of a specific application (for example planning legislation, legal 

knowledge, long term involvement, or technical knowledge) and are prepared to speak 

on behalf of CPC thereby being better placed to represent CPC. 

 

It shall also be noted that there may be instances where CPC is better represented by the 

Chairperson of the planning (or other relevant committee if non planning representation is 

required) especially in higher profile applications being inspected, reviewed or appealed. 

The use of chairperson to add weight and gravitas to CPC’s representation and to 

override the nominated speaker shall be permitted under these circumstances however a 

second shall still be required and content agreement is required as above, unless directed 

by specialist legal advisers.   

 

It is recognised that this may be retrospective especially with respect press statements and 

in the case of some instances such as planning where District or County planning meeting 

are announced ahead of planning meeting official notification periods. At all times the 

CPC media policy will be considered. 


